AbstractÐIn this paper, we present a technique using Markov models with spectral features for recognizing 2D shapes. We will analyze the properties of Fourier spectral features derived from closed contours of 2D shapes and use these features for 2D pattern recognition. We develop algorithms for reestimating parameters of hidden Markov models. To demonstrate the effectiveness of our models, we have tested our methods on two image databases: hand-tools and unconstrained handwritten numerals. We are able to achieve high recognition rates of 99.4 percent and 96.7 percent without rejection on these two sets of image data, respectively.
INTRODUCTION
PATTERN recognition is an integral part of any intelligent system, in particular, image retrieval, computer vision, and handwriting recognition, etc. In most real-world applications, there are uncertainties in shape description due to variations and noise. In order to achieve high recognition rate, we must develop classifiers that are able to deal with such uncertainties.
Deformable shape descriptions are widely used for pattern recognition [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] . Williams developed a method of recognizing handwritten digits using deformable models [1] . Lanitis et al. proposed a method to characterize the underlying variability of the objects iteratively and applied their method to recognizing plant seeds, handwritten characters, and human faces [2] . Sclaroff and Pentland developed a method for establishing correspondences and computing canonical descriptions and applied their method to the recognition of 2D shapes with deformations [3] , [4] . Usually, these methods are able to capture deformations with similar shapes; however, they are not good at modeling different shapes belonging to same classes.
The geometric moment invariants were first proposed by Hu [6] and revised by Reiss [7] . Several other types of moment invariants have been proposed [8] . As moment invariants have the desirable invariance property under rotation, translation, and scale transformation, they have been extensively used in pattern recognition [5] . However, if we use only moment invariants as features, we will have difficulties in distinguishing similar shapes belonging to different classes, such as numeral pairs, TY W, PY S, and RY U.
The Fourier descriptors [9] , [10] have been used in recognizing (2D) shapes. Kauppinen et al. [9] examined several Fourier descriptions for classifying airplanes and letter sets with different sizes, orientations, affine transformations, and noise, and found the best classifiers are the contour-based Fourier descriptor and contour-based affine-invariant Fourier descriptor. However, they have difficulties in classifying nonrigid 2D shapes, such as unconstrained handwritten characters, due to large variations in shape. In this case, multiple prototypes per class are necessary and this will increase computation.
Nevertheless, it is desirable to use one model to represent all possible deformations within one class. Hidden Markov model (HMM) can deal with large variations [11] and, therefore, it is a possible solution to this problem. He and Kundu [20] first introduced HMM into the recognition of shapes. In their system, they cut the shape into segments that autoregressive parameters were extracted from. Since the parameters are not invariant to rotation, they used elongation axis and minimum radius point with two auxilary parameters to normalize the shape's orientation and position. Their experimental results showed that the HMM-based approach can handle highly complex planar shapes. In this paper, we present new methods of using one HMM per class with contourbased spectra for recognizing nonoverlapping 2D shapes.
CONTOUR-BASED FOURIER DESCRIPTOR
Contour-based descriptors [9] , [16] , [20] , [21] , [22] are useful in both pattern recognition and data compression. Kauppinen et al. [9] and Sekita et al. [16] compared the performance of several such descriptors for recognizing 2D patterns. Their experimental results showed that the Fourier descriptor is superior to others with high feature dimensions. Based on these results, we choose the Fourier descriptor to represent 2D shapes.
We assume that g is a clockwise-oriented simple closed contour of a 2D shape and there are x points evenly sampled over the complete contour cycle. These points are characterized by their complex coordinates:
where x i and y i are the coordinates of ith sampled point on the contour, j ÀI p
, and x and y are the coordinates of the centroid of the contour. The 2D shape can now be represented by p fp i g, where p i is the Fourier spectrum of at frequency i. In conventional Fourier descriptors, the similarity between a prototype and a testing pattern is measured by the optimal distance [10] :
where p Ài p xÀi , y is the Fourier spectrum of the testing pattern, s is size scale, is a factor for the starting point, and 0 is caused by the rotation. These shape descriptors have mainly two disadvantages: First, one model or prototype based on distance definition (2) cannot deal with more than one representative shape for the same class [11] . Second, this optimal distance (2) is sensitive to reflection. On the other side, the Fourier descriptor has two major advantages: First, it converts images into 1D features. This allows us to employ many 1D models, such as HMMs, for 2D shape recognition. Second, it provides very clear physical meanings: The spectral magnitude represents the information of the shape and the phase represents the information of rotation, reflection, and the starting point. In this paper, we propose to combine the advantages of Markov models and the Fourier descriptor to overcome their disadvantages for recognizing 2D shapes.
MARKOV MODEL FOR RECOGNIZING HAND TOOLS

Feature Extraction
Features for recognizing hand tools were extracted from outer contours provided by the mask images of tools in database [4] . Fig. 1 shows examples of the hand tools and their outer contours.
After obtaining the contour of a hand tool, its spectrum can be calculated by using Fourier transformation. In order to achieve the invariant to size, we set the length of the closed contour to a constant, say v . Now, the normalized spectrump can be expressed as
where v is the length of the original contour. As the influence of the object position is removed from the complex coordinates of contour points in (1), the spectrum in (3) is invariant to translation. Now, the influence of the starting point, rotation, and reflection will be taken into consideration. Letp i be expressed as jp i je ji , where jp i j is the magnitude part of the spectrum at frequency i and i is its phase. Let p denote the spectrum after adjusting the starting point by k points and rotation by an angle of 0, then we have
where P%kax. Let p denote the spectrum p after reflection around y axis, we have
From (4) and (5), it is easy to find that the starting point, rotation, and reflection change the phase of the spectrum only. This means that the magnitude of the spectrum is invariant to these transformations. Therefore, we adopt the magnitude of the contour-based Fourier spectrum as feature vector in this paper. For convenience, we denote the magnitude of the contour Fourier spectrum as w fw i g fjp i jg.
Markov Model for Hand Tool Recognition
Stochastic processes can be any random processes, which evolve over time with probabilities measured on the space of paths. Let be a random process, where fx k g and k IY PY Á Á Á . If is an rth order causal Markov process, then we have
where q ! r. It is very interesting to note the special case when r I:
This is a very useful property which allows us to use HMM for recognizing hand tools if we let x i s be states and treat frequency as time.
For a given object, there are certain relationships between neighboring components of the spectrum. The relationships are strongly constrained by the shape of the object. As we take only the relationships between jp iÀI j and jp i j into consideration, state transition probabilities of HMM can be used to model such relationships. To formally describe the HMM for the spectral features, we use the following notations for the proposed HMM:
.
u is the number of states for one component of the Fourier magnitude spectrum. . is a set of states fs iYj g, where s iYj denotes state j at frequency i. .
e is a matrix of state transition probabilities f iYjYk g, where iYjYk rs iIYk js iYj is the probability of transition from state j at frequency i to state k at frequency i I. . f f iYj w i g is an array of the output probability density functions, where iYj w i rw i js iYj is the probability for state j at frequency i to produce feature w i . . % f% j g is the initial state distribution, where % j rs IYj . For convenience, we represent the model using the compact notation ! eY fY%. The structure of the proposed HMM is shown in Fig. 2. 
Evaluation and Parameter Reestimation
For a given HMM, there are two key problems needing to be solved: similarity evaluation and parameter reestimation. The problem of evaluation is how to compute the output probability rwj! and the Viterbi algorithm [15] is available for this problem. In the Viterbi algorithm, the output probability can be expressed as
where HYjHYjI % jI and j i is the state at frequency i. The details of Viterbi algorithm for computing rwj! can be referred to [12] and [13] . For parameter reestimation, there are many methods [17] , [12] , [13] available for different types of HMMs. In this paper, the method described in [13] In order to simplify the reestimation of iYj w i , we assume that output probability density functions to be Gaussian. So, that we have
where w iYj and ' iYj are the average and the variance of the observations w t i associated with the state s iYj .
MARKOV MODEL FOR RECOGNIZING NUMERALS
Preprocessing
Due to large variations in handwritings, preprocessing, which is used to reduce variations and produce a more consistent set of data, is important to recognizing handwritten numerals. The preprocessing used here was described in [11] . Fig. 3 shows an example of the preprocessing.
Feature Extraction
There are several advantages to use contour-based Fourier spectra as features. The most important one is that the magnitude parts of contour-based Fourier spectra are robust affine transformations within a small range (H $ QH ) [9] . This is particularly useful in recognizing handwritten numerals as slant estimation methods are not perfect and slant-corrected images may still have minor slant.
The Fourier spectrum used here is the same as that for hand tool recognition in (4) . From (4), we can find that different starting points will result in different phase spectra. Therefore, we must select starting points based on a certain criterion. In our system, we used the same method for selecting starting points as in [11] . As the effect of the starting point i is a linear function of the frequency i, this effect is not significant when the frequency is very low (i ( x). However, when the frequency is high (close to i xaP), small displacement of starting points may result in significant variation in phase spectra. Therefore, it is not appropriate to use phases as features directly. Instead, we are interested in the delta phase spectrum:
where Â H H, i is factor the ensuring the continuity of the phase spectra. The delta phase spectrum and the magnitude spectrum form a set of complete features y for recognizing handwritten numerals, where
Markov Model with Spectral Features
As there are two elements in each frequency component, it is natural to use mixtures of weighted joint Gaussian functions to represent the joint behaviors of phases and magnitudes of spectra. However, this will result in high demands on model initialization [13] and heavy computation. In order to deal with this problem, we define a new set of states for phase spectra and use state transitions to represent the joint behaviors of phases and magnitudes. The new model ! eY eY fY fY % is illustrated in Fig. 4 and its parameters are defined as follows:
is a set of states f s iYj g for modeling the delta phase spectrum, where s iYj denotes the jth state at frequency i. . e f iYjYk g is a state transition matrix, where iYjYk denotes the state transition probability from state s iYj to state s iYk . . f are the output probability functions for the delta phase spectrum. If we treat frequency as time, the model enters two states at the same time that is similar to coupled HMMs [18] , [19] . For computational simplicity, we assume that the states s iYk are anchored to the states s iYj at the same time (frequency).
As the state transition probabilities are dependent on the states at frequency i and the states at frequency i À I, they are ªcausalº if we view frequency as time. As a result, the probability of an observation sequence for a given state sequence can be expressed as where HYqHYqI % qI . This causal property allows us to use the Viterbi-like-algorithm to find the global maximum of the output probability.
Semicontinuous Markov Model
In handwritten numerals, there are significant variations in contour-based Fourier spectra within same classes. Usually, a large number of Gaussian functions are required to make a good approximation to the feature distribution for each state in continuous HMMs (CHMMs). Moreover, a good initial estimation is also necessary. On the other hand, discrete HMMs (DHMMs) are able to model observations with any distribution if there are enough training data. Its demerit is that vector quantization (VQ) may result in serious quantization errors. Semicontinuous HMMs (SCHMMs) [13] can combine the advantages of CHMMs and DHMMs to overcome their disadvantages. In SCHMMs, we use a mixture of continuous probability density functions associated with the VQ codebook to model the output probability of a state. So that SCHMMs greatly reduce the number of free model parameters compared to CHMMs and significantly minimize the errors caused by standard VQ compared to DHMMs.
In this paper, we use a codebook for each magnitude and phase at each frequency. Let denote the number of codewords in each codebook, g i and g i are codebooks for magnitude and phase spectra at frequency i, respectively. The probability density functions that produce w i and ÁÂ i can be expressed as where iYv and iYv are vth codewords in g i and g i , respectively; qÁY ÁY Ás are Gaussian functions, w iYv and ' iYv are the mean and the variance of the codeword iYv , respectively; and ÁÂ iYv and ' iYv are the mean and the variance of the codeword iYv , respectively. The means and variances are predetermined at the quantization stage.
Evaluation and Parameter Reestimation
The standard Viterbi algorithm is modified for the purpose of evaluation and reestimation in this application. According to the definition of the proposed HMM, we need to record the state information for both magnitude and phase spectra so that we can retrieve the optimal state path. In order to do so, we modify the Viterbi algorithm as follows:
Step 1 Initialization.
IYm ÁÂ I I m u.
Step 2 Recursion.
Step 3 Termination. rwY ÁÂj! mx j xÀI s j X The final states are s xÀIYqxÀI and s xÀIY qxÀI , where q xÀI rg mx j xÀI jY and q xÀI È xÀI q xÀI .
Step 4 State path backtracking.
The states at frequency i are s iYqi and s iY qi , where
The parameter reestimation based on the Viterbi algorithm is relatively simple. Parameters % j and iYjYk can be obtained using the same reestimation procedure described in the previous section. Let n iYjYm denote the number of state transitions from s 
IU
According to (15) and (16), the problem of reestimating iYj w i and iYm ÁÂ i is how to obtain r iYv js iYj and r iYv j s iYj . r iYv js iYj is the ratio of the expected number of times in state s iYj and the observation codeword iYv to the number of times in state s iYj ; similarly for r iYv j s iYj . As we can easily obtain the numbers of times in states s iYj and s iYj by accounting times of states via the modified Viterbi algorithm, we can reestimate the model parameters in an iterative way.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Results of Hand Tool Recognition
In the hand tool image database [4] , there are 63 gray-scale images belonging to three categories of hand tools: single-end wrench, double-end wrench, and hammer. Each category has 21 images of real and toy hand tools with a number of orientations and scales. As the toy hand tools were made of plastic, they could be bent in various ways.
In the experiments, we randomly take 10 samples from each of three categories as a training set and the remainder as a test set. As the database contains only a ew samples per category, we conduct the experiments using CHMM with u I and u P. In order to maintain reliability in the experimental results given this small database, we repeat the experiments 10 times by changing the training set through random selection. Table 1 gives the average results for recognizing the hand tools with u I and u P. When u I, the similarity is equivalent to the weighted, squared Euclidean distance:
where h H P ln' I ' P Á Á Á ' xÀI ax À I and w i Ia' P i . If we set all variances to a constant, the distance in (18) would be the same as that based on direct matching. Therefore, direct matching is a special case of our method. The major differences between them are that: 1) for a given model, the parameters of smaller variances will play a major making decision role in our method. It is these parameters that mainly represent the shapes of objects; 2) for a given feature vector, the output probabilities of different models are dependent upon the distance between feature vector and corresponding models, as well as the variances of models' parameters. In particular, the variances will play a critical role in determining decision boundaries when shapes of different classes are similar. Therefore, the simplest HMM (u I) can outperform the direct matching. Because the variations in spectra of hand tools, which are mainly caused by some slight bend and shades, are not very severe, two states (u P) with continuous probability density functions can model the feature distributions at each frequency well. The experimental result in Table 1 shows that our proposed method using the HMM with two states is significantly better than that using the HMM with only one state, as well as that in Table 2 using moments and deformable prototypes [4] on the same database.
Results of Handwritten Numeral Recognition
To evaluate our method, a subset of CEDAR CDROM1 database is used. In this subset, unconstrained handwritten numerals were extracted from ZIP codes after they were verified and segmented. There are 18,468 binary images in the training set and 2,213 digit images in the test set (goodbs). Fig. 5 shows some representative samples from the database.
In our experiments, the HMMs were with three different numbers of states for the magnitude and the phase at each frequency. Sixteen codewords were generated for magnitude and [4] phase at each frequency. Table 3 presents the correct recognition rates versus HMMs with different number of states. The result clearly shows that the number of states significantly affects the recognition rate. The poor recognition rate with the HMM that has only two states, u P, is due to the limited capability of modeling shape variations in handwritten images. When u R, the HMM can adequately represent the shape variations and a recognition rate of 96.6 percent has been achieved. When u V, the proposed method has achieved a recognition rate of 96.7 percent.
It is interesting to compare the performance of our method with that of other methods of the similar type using the same database. For this, we have considered two Markov model-based methods: rww I [14] and rww P [11] . Elms [14] extracted features from rows and columns by the Fourier transformation and quantized the spectra into codewords, and then used DHMMs for handwriting recognition. Cai and Liu [11] extracted the features from outer contours of images and arranged them into sequences for 1D HMMs. Table 4 shows the performances of these HMM-based approaches. From Tables 3 and 4 , we can see clearly that the recognition rates of our method (u V) are comparable to those published recently.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed two Markov models for modeling shape features in the spectral space. The relationship between the two models is that the first Markov model, which is used for recognizing hand tools, is a special case of the second model if we do not take the phase information into consideration. However, we have to stress that these two models are useful in all 2D shape recognition invariant to rotation, translation, and reflection; especially, the second HMM model can be extended to the recognition of general 2D patterns with variations in orientation and reflection, etc. We have also analyzed the properties of the contour-based Fourier spectra, and presented a method for sequential feature extraction and modeling these features using HMMs. In this paper, we have also modified the conventional Viterbi algorithm for reestimating model parameters. The experimental results showed that contour-based Fourier spectra are suitable for representing the deformable shapes found in many real applications and the recognition rates of the proposed methods are comparable to the most recently published results. 
